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A 400 fJ Per-Cycle Frequency Reference
for Internet of Things
Mathieu Coustans, François Krummenacher, Christian Terrier, and Maher Kayal
Abstract—This work presents an ultra-low power oscillator
designed to target different contexts, such as crystal-assisted time
keeping, reference oscillator to optimize the always on domain of
a microcontroller or wake-up timer. This oscillator enables ultralow power operation in 0.18 μm CMOS technology; the core
oscillator consumes 2.5 nW at room temperature, with a
temperature stability of 14 ppm/°C [-40°C - 60°C] and 0.07 %/V
supply sensitivity.
Index Terms—time reference; supply voltage insensitivity;
temperature insensitivity; ultra-low power; always on domain
optimization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

P

OWER consumption is a critical element in the design of
micro-controllers, compact wireless systems, and time
keeping applications. Implementation of sleep or even deep
sleep modes in such applications is enabled by duty-cycling
and keeping track of the time. This standby mode is a key
concern for the internet of things. Hence, it is vital to maintain
accuracy while at the same time reducing power consumption
to ensure proper time keeping or reference clock.
For accurate time keeping, crystal oscillators are the
conventional choice [1] due to their excellent temperature and
frequency stability [2]. However, they require an external
element which drives up the system footprint and cost [3].
Recently, several publications have been made in the area of
low-power precision oscillators due to an increasing demand
of stable clock sources [4][5][6]. Some work has been done to
cover the thermal variations [6][5]. Another type of
conventional oscillator is the ring oscillator; the current
starved ring oscillator [7] exhibits an improvement by a factor
of 2 on phase noise performance (natural value). However,
this is not precise enough for time keeping constraints.
Having a look at thermal compensation strategies [8][9], it
is not so evident to find how a current controlled ring
oscillator could be thermally compensated. The golden rule
“make it as simple as possible” is violated, however, some
good results were obtained such as in [10] at the cost of extra
circuitry and higher frequency ending up in a 150nW design.
If you take a step back and look at the concept of an RC
oscillator is also a good candidate for resistive or capacitive
sensor. A resistive temperature sensor was proposed in [11],
where the sensor was a resistor with high temperature
coefficient. In some applications the thermal coefficient of the

resistor could fit thermal stability constraints [12]. Accurate
knowledge of the physics behind a performance is often the
correct way to achieve the expected performance through a
system level approach.
This paper presents an overview of the limitation for nA
design, with a review of fundamental limitations in section II.
Section III presents the design of a temperature stable nA
design of a RC oscillator. In section IV, we discuss the
measurement results
II.

LIMITATION AND CHALLENGE OF NA DESIGN

Addressing design at nA is a very critical task. State of the
art process and design kit that intend to address ultra-low
power design should provide:
− Low leakage transistors
− Good models for sub-threshold
− MOSFET edge conductance’s removal
− Large resistor (100 M required and 5 G desirable).
Therefore, sticking to 180nm process is a good strategy. EKV
3 compact model were used. Nevertheless edge conductance’s
removal was not yet available in the used process. A large
resistor is one of the fundamental limitations of CMOS
processes to proceed in nA design.
A. Relaxation oscillators
Relaxation oscillators rely on the principle of a non-linear
electronic oscillator circuit that produces a non-sinusoidal
repetitive output signal, such as a triangle wave or square
wave.

Fig. 1. Relaxation oscillator architecture
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The circuit (Fig. 1) consists of a feedback loop containing
a switching device that repetitively charges a capacitor or
inductor through a resistance until it reaches a threshold level,
then discharges it again. The period of the oscillator depends
on the time constant of the capacitor or inductor circuit. The
active device switches abruptly between charging and
discharging modes, and thus produces a discontinuously
changing repetitive waveform. One of the most efficient way
to implement such an oscillator is the mono-stable. The
comparator could be implemented in a very efficient way with
the source coupled comparator [13]. This implementation is
taking advantage of weak inversion offset, which could be
approximated to threshold voltage mismatch (VT) and could
be solved by a larger footprint or offset cancellation technique
in a regular comparator [4][6][5]. The fundamental thermal
stability trade-off of any implementation of relaxation
oscillator is between temperature-dependent comparator delay
and comparator power.
B. Ring oscillators
Ring oscillators are intrinsically subject to a lot of
controversy on their oscillations properties [13]. The simplest
proposal is the following one:
ܨ௦ ൌ

ୠ୧ୟୱ

ܸ௦௪ ൈ ܥ

(1)

There is a strong relation between power dissipation and
operating frequency, which is only valid in a process where
the leakage current is fairly negligible and the frequency is not
so low that the two devices are simultaneously in conduction.
Another fundamental issue is that circuits such as random
number generators are taking advantage of modelling ring
oscillator performance as an entropy source, meaning that
there is period jitter. While counting time, the lack of period
accuracy creates a time count imprecision on the second for
example while being perfectly accurate over one hour [14].
Intrinsically, both solutions, ring and relaxation oscillators,
need power investment to fulfil thermal stability constraints.
III.

PROPOSED LOW POWER TOPOLOGY

A. Circuit description
Based on the temperature sensor proposed in [11], the
circuit (Fig. 2) is balancing the DC current flowing into an
on-chip resistor and the dynamic current supplied to a ring
oscillator made of an odd number of CMOS inverters.
This is achieved thanks to a current mirror (M1, M2),
which is not 100% true as long as the drain voltage is subject
to change and mismatch. In principle, we could match the
drains voltages equality by means of an OTA. This proposed
solution can as well suffer from the OTA input offset, which is
represented by the voltage source Vos.
The following system of equation could be deduced :
ୖୣୱ

ୖ୧୬

ൌ

௦

ൌ

ܸோ௦

ܴ

ൈ ୣ୯ ൈ ୰୧୬ 

(3)
(4)

Fig. 2. Circuit architecture

The feedback loop is then imposed :
ୖ୧୬

ൌ

ୖୣୱ 

ୖ୧୬ ൌ ܸோ௦  ୭ୱ

(5)
(6)

The oscillation frequency is then:
ܨ௦ ൌ

ͳ
ܸ௦
ൈ ቆͳ െ
ቇ
ܸோ
ܴ ൈ ܥ

(7)

This oscillator is then intrinsically dependent on a RC
product, as offset voltage is mostly on the order of mV
meanwhile the ring oscillator is operated necessary at a much
higher voltage [15] which makes this part of (7) negligible for
first order calculations. As a matter of fact, oscillation
frequency rely on absolute values which could be trimmed in
production, as the capacitance is defined by the inverter itself.
B. Temperature behavior
The thermal behaviour of this circuit is expected to be
fairly dominated by variations of the thermal coefficient of
the passive elements R and C. MOS capacitances were
-7300 ppm/°C which is too high to achieve stable oscillation
frequency over temperature. For the resistor, it is a trade-off
between high resistivity and thermal behaviour. We end-up
with a high resistive poly resistor with a thermal coefficient of
-1950 ppm/°C which is also too high to achieve stable
oscillation frequency for a time reference. To get a complete
picture of the thermal dependency, we considered that each
element in the expression (7) is subject to temperature drift,
the corresponding first-order relative temperature coefficient
[ppm/°C] of the oscillation frequency is then given by:
ܶ ൌ

ͳ
߲
ൈ
ܨ
ܨ௦ ߲ܶ ௦

(8)

Hence we obtained:
ܶ ൌ െܶோ௦ െ ܶ  

ܸ௦
ͳ
ൈ ቆܶ௦ െ ܶ
ቇ (9)
ܸ
ܸ  ܸ௦

where the temperature coefficients R and C are expressed in
ppm/°C, and temp coefficients of OTA offset voltage and ring
oscillator voltage are expressed in μV/°C, in the designed
OTA. The above result shows that a first-order compensation
of the temperature drift can be achieved under specific
conditions.
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The novelty is then obtained without any additional current
branch or circuitry to compensate the thermal behaviour.
A perfectly matched load there remain two uncorrelated
phenomena: random mismatch on threshold voltage and
geometrical ratio. It could be easily proved that:
ܸ௦ ൌ ඩቌ݊ ൈ  ் ݑൈ ݈݊ሺ݁ ூ െ ͳሻ

ଶ

ܹ
 ܮቍ  ߂ܸ ଶ 
்
ܹ
ܮ

߂
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To do so a structural mismatch element has been
introduced in the differential pair (Fig. 3). The structural offset
was implemented in a binary weighted fashion (M8.i, M9.i)
additional W, which is between 0 and 31 times more than the
other side of the differential pair.
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Fig. 4. Self biased OTA simplified schematic
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IV.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The proposed nA range oscillator is implemented in
180nm CMOS (Fig. 5).

S
S
Fig. 3. Equivalent implementation of differential pair transistor

C. Power supply sensitivity
An oscillator is most likely embedded in a complex system
on chip where some other blocks tend to generate dynamic IR
drop. Accordingly, the sensitivity of the oscillator to a supply
voltage variation should be minimized. Therefore, the
selection of the OTA is then a very important point. An
adaptive self-biased amplifier topology [16] has been
proposed. An OTA has been designed (Fig. 4) with the
constraints of matching all the PMOS (M3, M4, M5) to the
PMOS (M1, M2), so that the current biasing of the amplifier is
a fraction of the load currents. Following the guidelines of
[16], a ratio of 2 between M6 and M7 in order to maximize the
gm/id and acheive a very high DC that almost zeros the input
impedence (virtual ground), enabling ୖ୧୬ ൌ ܸோ௦ . Any
supply dependant offset voltage variation between the
amplifier inputs is hence minimized. In order to reduce the
start-up time, a start-up circuitry is introduced in order to
trigger the positive feedback and suppressed it once the circuit
is self-biased. Bias Ripple is mitigated by inserting
capacitance at the gate of M8 and M9 (Cripfilt1, Cripfilt2).

Fig. 5. Die photo of the oscillator in 0.18μm CMOS

This oscillator has been characterized with respect to
supply variation and temperature variation, we assessed the
core consumption and frequency. We assessed frequency
stability by measuring jitter according to JDEC standard
JESD65B. Measurements results are discussed in the next
sections:
A. Temperature frequency Calibration
In order to demonstrate the effective temperature
calibration discussed in Section III, each trimming code was
swept over temperature. It is presented (Fig. 6) the typical
behaviour without any imbalance as the bold line. The
maximum imbalance of the transistor M9 with respect to M8
in red and the maximum imbalance of the transistor M8 with
respect to M9 in purple. It was applied in accordance to (10):
±80mV offset to the middle range of M9 with respect to M8.
The different measurement results are presented following this
convention.
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Fig. 6. Frequency stability in commercial temperature temperature range

ܨሺܶሻ ൌ െͲǤͲͶͺͶܶ ଶ  ͵ǤͲ͵ͳͶܶ  ͶͶǤͷ

(11)

The derivative of the above (11) got two extremum as
well-being lower than ±7ppm/°C
B. Supply line frequency dependancy
This oscillator has a dependency of 710 ppm/V over the
operating range 0.8V-1.8V (Fig. 7).

3.4
3.3

Current Consumption [nA]

The calibrated imbalance has been selected as seven
additional unity area of the differential pair in order to get that
temperature coefficient. The thermal coefficient is extracted as
±7ppm/°C in the temperature defined in usual human wearable
electronics of [-40°C - 85°C]. A more exact formulation of
that coefficient would be a second order polynomial function
as the curve shape is parabola.

Fig. 8. Current consumption temperature sensitivity
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Fig. 9. Current consumption supply sensitivity
6900

D. Jitter
Jitter measurement were performed using a universal
frequency Counter, with 12 digits/s and 20 ps resolution. The
JDEC standard JESD65B suggest the following definition
(Fig. 10):

6800
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6000
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1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

Supply Voltage [V]

Fig. 7. Frequency sensitivity to power supply

C. Current consumption
This oscillator has shown a nA level operation in all its
current branch over 0.4V voltage range and 135°C range
(Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).

Fig. 10. Output signal

It’s measured every interval time or frequency, it is
recommended to take a large number of samples and more
precisely suggested to take 10’000 cycle as a reasonable
sample size. It was accordingly measure every interval
between rising edges, and it was logged 10’000 measures
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these measure being already the results of several
measurements. (Fig. 11). Then it was decided to post-process
as period jitter as the measure was intended to measure a long
term accuracy. A second reference would not deviate more
than 12 PPM correspond to one second per day. A minute
reference would not exceed 720 PPM et cetera.



This Lmin work shows a promising figure of merit in the
IoT era with 400fJ/cycle end to end with no need for external
calibration logic or compensation bloc the temperature
trimming could be evaluated in qualification and be applied on
the lot level. Power consumption is not the only concern, the
following TABLE1 presents a benchmark of the state of the
art solution and this work:

2500
μ = 6056 Hz

TABLE I.
BENCHMARK

2000

WĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌ

dŚŝƐǁŽƌŬ

ϭϬ

ϱ

ϲ

ϭϴϬ

ϭϯϬ

ϭϴϬ

ϲϬ

ƌĞĂŵŵϮ

Ϭ͘ϭϳϱ

Ͳ

Ϭ͘Ϯϰ

Ϭ͘Ϭϰϴ

&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ,ǌ

ϲϬϱϬ

ϭϬϬϬϬϬ

ϭϭ

ϯϮϳϮϴ
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ϭϰ

ϰϬ

ϰϱ

ϯϮ͘ϰ
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ϳϭϬ

Ͳ
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Fig. 11. Jitter measurements according to JDEC standard JESD65B

The measured deviation is 2500 PPM accordingly this
reference could not be itself more accurate than 4 minute a
day, 2 hour a month et cetera. In the case of an IoT sensor
time stamp it would fit into most of the state of the art
appliances
especially
IoT
nodes
including
time
synchronisation with the network.
V.

FIGURE OF MERIT AND BENCHMARK

A lot of attempts have been reported, to compare
oscillators efficiency such as the frequency over consumption
figure of merit which is similar to the power delay introduced
for digital gates [17] FOM1. Some more recent concern
includes area[18] FOM3, is defined as FoM1·Area/Lmin 2,
where Lmin is the minimum gate length of the process
technology. And finally the IoT thrust, to consider every SoC
building bloc consumption as an energy per operation [19]
FOM2 presented in Fig. 12.

Power consumption Consumption [nW]

10 4
10 3
10

2

10 1

&KDϮ͗ቂ

௬

ఓ
&KDϯ͗ቂெு௭
זቃ ൈ ͳͲ 

VI.

This work presents an oscillator that can be used in
compact wireless sensors. It describes a novel compensation
strategy for thermal behaviour of an RC oscillator that could
replace power hungry solutions with a reasonable die-size. As
with every work on oscillators, the target frequency is always
part of the biased comparison and the reason to insert a Figure
of merit expressed in μA/MHz which give an indication of the
spent power for a given activity as used with MCU.
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